2 “Pollution prevention,” any act that reduces, eliminates or prevents pollution

2 Easy to navigate on foot; don’t need a car to see or visit the city
3 Trademark, patent, copyright, trade secrets
4 Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn
5 Activity level; age; muscle mass; physique goals; current health
6 They usually pay part of the employee’s premium
7 Social engineering
8 They track what you put in your cart; remember your personal information

9 Stratosphere
10 Heart disease
11 A resume; work papers or permit, if required in your state; references; completed job application
12 The primary and secondary market
13 Cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin
14 An organism that transmits diseases or parasites from one plant or animal to another
15 Systolic and diastolic blood pressure

16 Net pay
17 Credit CARD Act
18 Samsung
19 Tourism; buffer; unique habitat; recreation; economic boon to area
20 There are multiple flu strains; you may get sick before immunity is established
21 Various investment vehicles; various sectors
22 No, both are exempt

23 Pay-to-win apps
24 Upcycling creates a more valuable product, and downcycling creates a lower-quality product
25 There is no safe way, parents must smoke away from children
26 Their most creditworthy customers
27 Credit union
28 Computer processing unit
29 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service